Primary Where Animals Live – (Worksheet 2)

Draw a line connecting each animal to that animal's habitat (where the animal lives).

1. Birds  Ocean
2. Frog  Woods
3. Woodchuck  House
4. Bats  Cave
5. Deer  Web
6. Octopus  Pond
7. Humans  Trees
8. Ants  Burrow
9. Termites  Tunnels
10. Spider  Logs, Woods
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Draw a line connecting each animal to that animal's habitat (where the animal lives).

1. Birds - Ocean
2. Frog - Woods
3. Woodchuck - House
4. Bats - Cave
5. Deer - Web
6. Octopus - Pond
7. Humans - Trees
8. Ants - Burrow
9. Termites - Tunnels
10. Spider - Logs, Woods